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Abstract: Wireless communication has been widely used in emergency rescue, including from
command vehicles to command vehicles, command vehicles to rescue teams, command vehicles to
wireless sensors, and rescue teams to intelligent platforms such as unmanned vehicles. Compared
to those used in cities and suburbs, when the same communication equipment is used in forests, its
communication performance, such as transmission distance, is entirely different. The main reason for
this phenomenon is the extraordinary complexity of wireless signal propagation in forest scenarios.
Therefore, in order to accurately and quantitatively describe the wireless channel characteristics in
forest scenarios, a frequency channel measurement activity is conducted in a forest and analysis is
performed to acquire the channel characteristics in forest scenarios. The measurements are carried out
at 380 MHz, 640 MHz, and 1420 MHz in virgin forest. Based on the measurement data, the average
power delay profile (APDP) is obtained, and multipath components (MPCs) are extracted. Root mean
square (RMS) delay spread and path loss (PL) are analyzed according to MPCs. Furthermore, a new
path loss model is proposed. Finally, a new path loss model and relative analysis are provided.

Keywords: emergency rescue; V2X; forested scenario; channel measurement; characteristic analysis

1. Introduction

To ensure the reliability of communication systems in different environments, many
global standards organizations and research institutions have developed their propagation
models through many field measurements and data analysis. Typical propagation models
include the IEEE 802.16d model [1] and SUI [2,3] for suburbs, and the 3GPP TR 38.901 [4],
ITU-R M.1225 [5], and Oku-mura/Hata models [6] for suburban, rural, factory, and urban
scenarios. These models apply to classic scenarios and not to virgin forest scenarios. When
a fire occurs or a person loses contact in a forest, the reliability of emergency command
communications directly affects rescue efficiency. The accuracy of wireless network deploy-
ment in virgin forest areas requires a precise channel model so as to predict coverage and
optimize infrastructure correctly. ITU-R P.833-10 [7] mainly focuses on the propagation
and PL of electromagnetic waves in vegetation but lacks a description of delay domain
characteristics. In addition, factors such as different vegetation types, vegetation density,
and frequency have different effects on propagation characteristics. Complex propagation
effects should be addressed to a certain extent, which leads to better generalization of the
analysis and models.

In recent years, researchers have carried out channel measurement and modeling
campaigns mainly related to urban cities, the Internet of Things, satellite communications,
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and the Internet of Vehicles (V2X) with the deployment of 5G and research on 6G tech-
nology. These studies have mainly focused on the availability of higher frequency bands,
higher data rates, more complex antenna configurations, and richer application scenarios.
However, signals propagating in high-frequency bands experience more significant attenu-
ation and are susceptible to obstruction in a virgin forest environment. The advantages of
signals transmitted in the low-frequency band include good penetration, long transmission
distance, and low loss in specific scenarios, demonstrating excellent performance. There-
fore, low-frequency-band communication is better suited for the harsh conditions of virgin
forests. In practical emergency communication networks, low-frequency applications such
as ultra-short waves and short waves are more commonly used.

Currently, research on channel measurement and modeling in primeval forested
scenarios is relatively rare. Ref. [8] conducted channel measurements in the millimeter
wave band in a coniferous forest and established a PL model based on the test data.
However, whether the model based on the millimeter wave frequency band can accurately
describe fast fading and shortwave transmission in the original forest environment still
needs to be studied. Ref. [9] conducted continuous measurements at a center frequency of
605 MHz on predetermined routes in different types of forest areas and proposed a new
short-distance wireless channel propagation model. Ref. [10] calculated PL by receiving
signals and produced a PL model. Ref. [11] conducted 5 GHz channel measurement
activities in a park forest and analyzed delay domain parameters based on the measurement
data. Reference [12] measured channel activity between emergency vehicles and personnel
inside buildings. Then, PL and RMS delay propagation were analyzed. Reference [13]
conducted channel measurements in forest environments at 2.3 GHz and provided a PL
model, but it lacked an analysis of delay domain characteristics. Ref. [14] studied the
propagation loss of near-ground wireless sensor networks on snow. Measurement activities
were carried out in a dense forest with thick snow accumulation at a center frequency
of 2.45 GHz. According to the results, the PL and shadowing effects of near-ground
wireless sensor networks on snow are given. Ref. [15] conducted a 380 MHz channel
measurement activity in primary forest. However, more analysis and modeling of delay
domain characteristics were required, and the differences in channel characteristics across
multiple frequency bands were not considered for comparison. In addition, some teams
have already carried out corresponding work in other emergency communication scenarios.
Ref. [16] conducted channel measurements and analyzed complete channel parameters
in mountainous communication scenarios assisted by 6G drones. Ref. [17] considers the
impact of different operating trajectories on channel modeling in scenarios assisted by
drones. Ref. [18] conducted channel modeling for emergency communication scenarios
in urban areas and proposed a height-based adaptive channel model. Ref. [19] conducted
channel measurements inside emergency staircases and established a path loss model.
Ref. [20] conducted channel measurements in the millimeter wave frequency band at
emergency exits and analyzed path losses.

To sum up, most of the existing tests were conducted in parks, urban areas, and
other environments with trees, and there are almost no specific testing cases of primitive
forest scenarios aimed at emergency communication. Though some measurement activities
were carried out in forested scenarios, the research on delay domain characteristics is
relatively limited, and only highly complex path loss models related to distance have
been established. In addition, existing measurements in forest scenarios were conducted
at higher carrier frequencies with a limited transmission range, making them unsuitable
for emergency communication. As mentioned above, we conducted a multi-frequency,
long-distance channel measurement activity at a low frequency in the Greater Khingan
Mountains of China to address this gap. The test field is located in a bright coniferous forest
area in the cold temperate zone with solid representativeness in emergency rescue and
universality in primary forest areas. Additionally, we collected the correction data of the
measurement system to compute channel impulse response (CIR) and PDP. To eliminate
the randomness of noise and extract more accurate multipath information, we analyzed
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the APDP. Based on the APDP, the time delay and energy domain characteristics were
analyzed, and PL was calculated. Finally, we proposed a frequency-based PL model for the
primeval forest scenario and conducted a specific analysis based on this scenario. This work
contributes to the design, performance evaluation, and signal processing of emergency
communication systems in pristine forest environments. This work can also effectively
improve the efficiency of emergency communication network deployment, promote the
upgrading of emergency communication equipment such as individual terminals, and
accelerate the development of intelligent rescue equipment such as unmanned vehicles.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a channel
measurement activity in the pristine forest at three frequency bands, including the measure-
ment system, detailed measurement parameters, and experimental data processing results.
In Section 3, based on the acquired measurement results, we analyze the parameters of the
three frequency bands, such as MPCs, PDP, APDP, RMS, and PL, and establish a PL model.
Finally, in Section 4, we draw our conclusions.

2. Measurement Campaign
2.1. Measurement Scenarios

The Greater Khingan Mountains are located in the northern parts of Heilongjiang
Province and the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. They act as a watershed between
the Inner Mongolian Plateau and the Songliao Plain. The pristine forests of the Greater Khin-
gan Mountains are dense and constitute one of China’s essential forestry bases. According
to on-site surveys and considering factors such as vegetation coverage, terrain features,
and feasibility, the measurement activity was conducted near a watchtower of Dongshan
Mountain in the northeastern region of the Greater Khingan Mountains in June 2022. The
Dongshan regional environment, location, and surrounding terrain are shown in Figure 1.
The measurement activities were carried out deep in the dense forest. By deploying trans-
mitters and receivers, measurements were simultaneously conducted in three frequency
bands within the forest. Due to differences in measurement schemes, channel measure-
ments were divided into low-frequency (F1 380 MHz and F2 640 MHz) measurements
and high-frequency (F3 1420 MHz) measurements. A 20 MHz bandwidth single-input
single-output (SISO) measurement system was used for low-frequency measurements, and
a 40 MHz bandwidth 4 × 4 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) measurement system
was used for high-frequency measurement.
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2.2. Measurement System

In this measurement activity, National Instruments (NI) Universal Software Radio
Peripheral (USRP) 2954 was used as the measurement transceiver device for the F1 and F2
cases, and NI USRP X410 was used for the F2 case. A 20 W power amplifier was used at
the transmitting end for the F1 and F2 cases, and a 40 W power amplifier was used at the
transmitting end for the F3 case. In addition, inverters and uninterruptible power supplies
were used to provide a stable energy supply to the measurement system. Two directional
shark fin antennas were used as transmitting antennas for the F1 and F2 cases, and a panel
antenna was used as the transmitting antenna for the F3 case. The detailed diagram of the
channel measurement system is shown in Figure 2. The numbers on the connecting lines
between the devices correspond to the cable used during testing. The power amplifier is
provided by Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, China, and the antennas are provided by
PCTEL, Tianjin, China.
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2.3. Measurement Activity

We encountered many difficulties in conducting channel measurement activities in
primitive forests. Firstly, it was difficult for us to deploy the receiving end in the primitive
forest. In addition, we supplied the power provided by the car to the receiving end through
cables. Secondly, we used professional GPS recorders to obtain geographic information.
Finally, we contacted the local fire department and provided professional field testing
assistance to deal with potentially hazardous situations.

The deployment diagram for the transmitter end is shown in Figure 3. The transmitter
equipment was fixed in the all-terrain vehicle running in the forest area, and the trans-
mitting antenna was fixed on a pipe set at the front of the all-terrain vehicle. Shark fin
directional antennas were used in the F1 and F2 cases, and the panel directional antenna
was used in the F3 case. The deployment diagram for the receiving end is shown in Figure 4.
A shark fin antenna and one omnidirectional antenna were used as receiving antennas
for the F1 and F2 cases, and four whip antennas were used as receiving antennas for the
F3 case. The receiving antennas were fixed on the tubes and were held by the tester for
dynamic measurement. Detailed channel measurement parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of channel measurement.

Measurement
Parameter F1 Case F2 Case F3 Case

Transmitter Antenna Directional antenna Directional antenna Directional antenna

Receive Antenna Directional antenna Omnidirectional
antenna Directional antenna

Samples per Snap 1024 512 512
Center Frequency 380 MHz 640 MHz 1420 MHz

Bandwidth 20 MHz 20 MHz 40 MHz
Sample Rate 40 MHz 40 MHz 80 MHz

Delay Resolution 50 ns 50 ns 25 ns
Distance Between

Antenna 10 m·95 m, 100 m 10 m·95 m, 100 m 10 m·95 m, 100 m

Measurement
Samples

1000 snapshots each
distance

1000 snapshots each
distance

1600 snapshots each
distance

The researchers held the receiving device and approached the transmitting end from
the depths of the forest area one hundred meters away from the transmitting end. We
marked the cable each 5 m as a mark to assess the distance while traveling and recorded
the measurement data for each 5 m. A total of 1000 snapshots were collected for the F1
and F2 cases and 1600 snapshots were collected for the F3 case. A GPS logger was used to
record accurate GPS in real time for each measurement process at the Rx end. Additionally,
we tried our best to eliminate interference caused by human factors during the test.

2.4. Data Processing
2.4.1. Calibration

A back-to-back (B2B) calibration experiment was conducted before the measurement
campaign. The purpose of B2B calibration is to eliminate the influence of the measurement
system. This method directly and comprehensively acquires the equipment’s system
channel transfer function (CTF) through cables and attenuators. A more accurate CIR is
obtained through the B2B calibrated and received signals. During our B2B testing, we
required cascading attenuators to prevent equipment from being damaged by high-power
signals. Accurate acquisition of attenuator values is also necessary for subsequent analysis.
The attenuator values obtained from the tests are marked on the lines in the diagram. We
first conducted system tests involving cascaded attenuators, then individually acquired the
specific attenuator values, and finally obtained an accurate B2B response. The equipment
connection for the B2B calibration experiment is shown in Figure 5. The values of the
attenuators are also recorded in the diagram, and these values were considered within the
B2B calibrated signal during the final computation of the system’s CTF.

The calibrated CIR can be defined as follows:

h(t, τ) = IFFT
(

Y(t, τ)

Yc(t, τ)

)
(1)

where Y(t, τ) and Yc(t, τ) represent the received signal and calibrated signal in the fre-
quency domain, respectively.

2.4.2. Average Power Delay Profile (APDP) Acquisition

Power delay profile (PDP) is widely used to describe the power of multipath compo-
nents (MPCs) with propagation delay. The instantaneous PDP can be expressed by the CIR
as follows [21]:

P(t, τ) = |h(t, τ)|2 (2)
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Measurement samples during each distance point were averaged to obtain the APDP.
The process is as follows:

Pave(τ) =
1

Nt
∑t|h(t, τ)|2 (3)

where Nt is the average number of samples in the time domain from Table 1.
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3. Channel Characteristics Analysis
3.1. Multipath Component Extraction

Multipath is a parameter worthy of attention in channel measurements, especially in
forested environments, due to a lack of research. The number of MPCs is calculated based
on the APDP.

Figure 6a shows the result of 1000 consecutive PDPs continuously collected at a
distance of 70 m under the 380 MHz condition. MPCs mainly exist in a delay range due to
the propagation loss, so a practical range is necessary [13]. We display the PDP starting
from the strongest path with a 3000 ns effective range to observe the stability and reliability
of data. We obtained multipaths by performing peak detection after setting dynamic
thresholds [22], and we used a 3 dB [23] threshold to eliminate fake MPCs caused by
noise fluctuations. Obvious MPCs could be found, and the multipath components were
stable. Figure 6b shows the results of multipath extraction for a single APDP. The multipath
component in the triangle in the figure has stable energy fluctuations near the average
value, and the energy fluctuates significantly in the noise floor range. The averaged PDP
has six multipaths, and continuous PDP slice correspondence shows that the APDP can
effectively characterize multipath characteristics.

Figure 6b displays the results of extracting MPCs from the APDP. It can be observed
that six multipaths were identified and marked by triangular symbols. The blue dots
represent the energy of instantaneous 1000 PDPs. The floating offset values of multipath
power are within 3 dB, indicating the stability of the MPCs’ results. In contrast to Figure 6a,
it is evident that the multipath power is continuous and stable at the corresponding delays.
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Based on the multipath extraction results of analytical APDP, the number of multipaths
changing with distance in the three frequency bands is depicted in Figure 7. It can be
seen that the number of multipaths increases as the distance increases. This is obviously
attributed to the forest area’s complex reflection and scattering environment conditions.
However, the number of multipaths does not indicate a very high value, as shown in
Figure 7. A single tree causing a 20 dB loss [7] results in the fast decay of signal energy in
densely forested environments. The multipath power is close to the noise intensity, so these
multipaths cannot be identified.
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3.2. PDP

Based on the acquisition of the APDP mentioned above, the PDP varying with distance
at the three frequency bands during this measurement is shown in Figure 8. Based on
the abovementioned multipath extraction, we set the first multipath delay to 0 ns and
focused on the relative delay. Characterizing the multipath distribution within a 3000 ns
impact range shows that the number of multipaths gradually increases, and the multipath
energy gradually decreases with increasing distance. At the same time, the number of
multipaths gradually decreases as the frequency increases. The wavelength is shorter at
higher frequencies, corresponding to weaker penetration capabilities, and the multipaths
are more likely to be weakened and annihilated at a higher frequency band in forest areas.
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3.3. RMS Delay Spread

RMS delay spread is a critical parameter that measures channel time dispersion. The
study of root mean square (RMS) delay spread can provide an adequate time interval
reference for avoiding inter-symbol interference (ISI) in communication systems [24]. The
RMS delay spread can be obtained from the MPC information as follows:

τrms =

√√√√∑M
i=1 τi

2Pave(τi)

∑M
i=1 Pave(τi)

−
(

∑M
i=1 τiPave(τi)

∑M
i=1 Pave(τi)

)2

(4)

where i is the multipath index, M is the number of multipaths, and τi is the delay of
the ith multipath. RMS delay spreads are analyzed in the logarithmic dimension due
to the description in [4]. Then, empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of
RMS delay spread are analyzed. The normal distribution is usually used to fit RMS delay
spreads, and Table 2 shows the parameter values of the normal model established for
RMS delay spread at three frequency bands. Figure 9 provides the CDF curve of RMS
delay spread values and the modeled CDF curve. The fitted variance shows that the
RMS delay spread is almost consistent at different frequency bands, indicating that the
fluctuation of MPC characteristics is stable. The main difference comes from the mean
value in different frequency bands. The fitted mean values of measurement show that RMS
delay spread generally decreases with increasing frequency. Higher frequencies result in
faster propagation losses of radio waves, which leads to a decrease in the number of MPCs.
The decline further leads to a reduction in RMS delay spread, which varies with frequency.
The measured results indicate that log-delay spread values are less than 2.27 ns, 2.10 ns,
and 1.63 ns for the F1, F2, and F3 cases with a probability of 90%, respectively.
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Table 2. Fitting results in three frequency bands.

Freq Scene
Parameters

ulog−normal σlog−normal CDF-10% CDF-50% CDF-90%

F1 1.94 0.32 1.48 2.09 2.27
F2 1.74 0.33 1.14 1.88 2.10
F3 1.22 0.35 0.72 1.28 1.63
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3.4. Path Loss

PL refers to the energy loss after the signal propagates through the wireless chan-
nel [25]. It can be calculated by the PDP. The power of MPCs is considered to avoid the
impact of noise, and then PL can be obtained by summing the power of MPCs as follows:

PL = −10log10

(
M

∑
i=1

Pave(τi)

)
+ GTx + GRx (5)

where GTx and GRx represent the antenna gain of the Tx end and Rx end, respectively. Only
antenna gains need to be calibrated here because the amplitude response of the system has
been calibrated during the acquisition of the CTF.

The FSPL model is widely used to describe PL, which represents an ideal propagation
situation in the LOS scenario, and it is shown below:

PLFSPL = 20log10(40π/3) + 20log10d + 20log10 fc (6)

where d is the distance and fc is the carrier frequency. Due to the fundamental assumption
of the FSPL model that there are no obstacles along the signal propagation path, shadow
fading (SF) is not considered. In the existing standard protocols, 3GPP defines a rural macro
(RMa) scenario similar to this article and provides two path loss models under LOS and
NLOS propagation conditions. The specific formula can be found in [4].

Traditional modeling generally employs floating intercept (also known as the AB
model) and close-in (CI) models [26] to fit the PL. Compared with the AB model, the CI
model has a fixed intercept, resulting in a more extensive root mean square error and
poorer applicability [27]. The intercept and slope of the AB model are both variables to
be estimated, which enjoy a more robust adaptability for dense forest scenes with faster
fading. Considering the multi-frequency measurement in our work, we built an alpha–
beta–gamma (ABG) model, an extension of the AB model [28], to perform data fitting on
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the measurement results and conduct a comparative analysis with the existing model. The
ABG model is shown as follows:

PLABG( fc, d)[dB] = 10αlog10(d) + β + 10γlog10( fc) + χABG
σ (7)

where α, β, and γ represent logarithmic slope, floating offset, and frequency dependence,
respectively. α measures the decay rate of PL with distance, and γ characterizes the dynamic
relationship between PL and frequency. χABG

σ represents the SF. The SF can be obtained
by subtracting the curve fitting results from the actual test results. Compared with the
traditional AB model, the ABG model introduces a third parameter, γ, to describe the
impact of frequency on path loss. In addition, the ABG model is fitted from data in different
frequency bands, and the model applies to all frequency bands tested, so the ABG model
parameters in different frequency bands are consistent. However, the fitted curve differs
across frequencies, resulting in different shadow fadings.

The PL results calculated at the three frequency bands and the fitted ABG model are
shown in Figure 10. In addition, we display the FSPL model and PL model of the 3GPP
RMa scenario in the F3 band to compare with the established model. The parameters of
the model are shown in Table 3. σs f represents the shadow fading standard deviation. As
shown in the figure, it can be found that the PL increases with the increases in distance
and frequency, comparing the measurement result data of the three frequency bands. The
slope of the ABG model is 5.60, which is consistent with the forest NLOS scenario. When
comparing the ABG model of F3 and the 3GPP RMa NLOS scenario, it was found that the
PL was much larger than the standard model. This was attributed to the high loss caused
by a high density of trees. In the fitting results of the SF at three frequency bands, the F2
case was slightly larger. This is due to the strong shadowing at some distance sampling
points. This causes a locally larger PL and causes a greater fluctuation. The variance in SF is
larger for three frequency bands, consistent with the NLOS case in 3GPP, which represents a
relatively unstable environment. In summary, the model established in the three frequency
bands matches the high-loss characteristics of the forested scene well.
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The analysis of channel characteristics in forest areas has practical significance. Low-
frequency signals are more suitable for propagation in forest areas than high-frequency
signals, and the frequency band we have chosen is the border emergency communication
frequency band. Further, within our limited knowledge, we obtained a multi-frequency
path loss model for longer distances in the original dense forest scenario for the first time
and analyzed the relevant delay domain characteristics. After inputting the obtained large-
scale path loss channel model and multipath information into the channel simulator, we
can simulate the channel environment indoors in forest areas and conduct the relevant tests.
This technology can be applied to simulation planning software to solve the challenge of
selecting the location of communication base stations in emergency scenarios. In addition,
in the internal testing and evaluation of outdoor equipment, this technology can assist in
planning reasonable testing routes and plans.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a channel measurement activity was conducted in forest scenarios at
three frequency bands. We also obtained B2B calibration data of measurement system to
obtain the corrected CIR. An averaging process of the CIR at each measure points was
performed to obtain the APDP and we demonstrated the reliability of this process. Then,
we extracted MPC information based on the APDP and presented the heatmap of the PDP
at three frequency band scenarios. Additionally, RMS delay spreads were calculated and
the parameters of the fitted log-normal model provided. We explained the differences in
RMS delay spread fluctuation and MPC fading in forested areas due to varying frequency
and distance. Based on the MPC result, we calculated the PL and established an ABG model
considering frequency and distance factors. Compared with existing models, the ABG
model matches the characteristics of rapid loss in forest scenarios well, and the proposal
of the ABG model fills the gap in PL modeling in low-frequency forest areas. Finally,
SF was calculated and modeled as a normal distribution at three frequency bands. The
fitted parameters of SF demonstrate the strong fluctuation in the high instability of the
forested scenarios. The measurement results can provide reliable references for the system
evaluation and design of emergency communication scenarios in forest areas.
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